We propose a simple method to express shading and shadowing of virtual objects in Mixed Reality especially appropriate for static architecture models in outdoor scenes. We create the shadows of the virtual objects in a fast and efficient way using a set of pre-rendered basis images and shadowing planes. The proposed method is limited in interactivity but can operate in near real-time.
Introduction
For the seamless integration of virtual and real objects in Mixed Reality(MR), it is important to achieve consistency of illumination. There are many previous works related to the consistency of illumination. Jacobs and Loscos provide a detailed survey of illumination methods for MR [5] . They classify the various techniques based on their input requirements of geometry and radiance of real environment [11] [4][3][2] [1] . Most of these techniques are demonstrated on indoor scenes and few of them are carried out at interactive update rates.
To simulate the naturally illuminated architectural environment, Nimeroff et al. presented an efficient re-rendering method using pre-rendered basis images [6] . Sato et al. applied this technique for MR and achieved a fast image synthesis with natural shading [10] . Nevertheless, their method is applicable only to still images and fixed viewpoints.
The shadowing planes and the basis images
In this study, we extend Sato et al.'s method for interactive MR application. We generate basis images only to express the shadows of virtual objects and set them onto other planate objects (hereafter called the shadowing planes) so that they correspond to both the arbitrary viewpoints and changing illumination of the real environment. However, our method is applicable only to static models such as architecture.
We generate a set of the basis images at the pre-processing stage. In order to obtain the basis images, we set up the shad- 
Figure 2. Generation of the basis images
owing planes manually on the geometry of the scene ( fig .1 ). We previously divided the geometry of virtual and real objects into clusters by apparently organized parts. The shadowing planes were put between these geometric parts and the user's viewpoint. Each shadowing plane records the shadows of virtual objects projected onto itself as the basis images.
After setting up Ñ shadowing planes, we assume that the illumination in outdoor scenes is a hemispheric area light source. Then we approximate it by the assembly of Ò directional lights Ä ´ ½ ¾ Ò µ arranged on a geodesic dome that divides the hemisphere almost evenly. The virtual objects are rendered with each directional light ( fig .2 ). Virtual cameras, which look towards each shadowing plane È ´ ½ ¾ Ñµ perpendicularly, capture the shadows of virtual objects cast on the shadowing planes so that we obtain basis images Á × × with every shadowing plane.
In the process of synthesis, we capture the omni-directional image of the sky and compute luminance parameters Ë ´ ½ ¾ Òµ, which show the illumination distribution of the real scene. For shading of virtual objects, we set six virtual directional lights in the scene. The intensity of every light is determined by the parameter Ë . For the shadowing of virtual objects, we compute the linear combination of the basis images Á × × and parameter Ë as
where Á × Ù Ñ represents the synthesized soft shadow images. Finally we map Á × Ù Ñ , onto every shadowing plane È as an alpha transparency texture, and we express the pseudo shadows of virtual objects.
Experimental result
We tested our proposed method in an outdoor scene. Our system is mainly based on Canon's MR Platform system [12] . Fig .3 shows the synthesized images. We can see that both the shading and shadows of a virtual building are reasonably matched to the illumination of the real scene. The omni-directional image of the sky is captured in every frame so that our method can reflect the dynamic change of the illumination.
Figure 3. Synthesized image in outdoor scene

Conclusion
This paper proposes a simple method of shading and shadowing for a static architecture model in MR. The method can apply in outdoor scenes and can yield results in near realtime. However, the shadows of virtual objects are rendered in the preprocessing stage and therefore cannot respond to dynamic alteration of the scene.
